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Signing Into the Practical

Every week, you are expected to sign into your practical class.
In order to do this, please enter the following at a command line prompt:

SignIn

Please note that this command is case sensitive.
You will be informed if you have correctly signed into the practical.
Any student that does not do this shall be assumed to be absent from

the practical. You have been warned!
Each week, this command also creates a directory containing various

Java code needed for answering the practical questions.
This week, after signing in, you will find a directory called cis2344.

Within this directory is a Bluej package called week5 containing various
abstract Java classes.

This package can be opened in Bluej via the Project menu.

Practical Questions

Questions marked (*) are to be done in your own time.

1. Implement the abstract class SearchArray1.

• The method int sequential(Object[] inArray, Object key) throws NotFound
sequentially searches a given array of Objects for a specified Ob-
ject. Should that Object be found, then the method returns an
index to it. Otherwise, the method raises a NotFound exception.

• The method int binary(Comparable[] inArray, Comparable key) throws NotFound
that implements a binary search through a given array of Com-
parable’s for a specified Comparable. Should that Comparable be
found, then the method returns an index to it. Otherwise, the
method raises a NotFound exception.

1Hint: see the week 5 lectures; and the Java crib sheet (re. equality).
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2. (*) Implement the abstract class SearchList2.

• The method int sequential(LinkedList inList , Object key) throws NotFound
sequentially searches a given linked list of Objects for a specified
Object. Should that Object be found, then the method returns an
index to it. Otherwise, the method raises a NotFound exception.

• The method int binary(LinkedList inList , Comparable key) throws NotFound
that implements a binary search through a given linked list of
Comparable’s for a specified Comparable. Should that Compara-
ble be found, then the method returns an index to it. Otherwise,
the method raises a NotFound exception.

3. (*)

(a) The class SearchComplexity contains modified implementations
of the array searching methods given in the week 5 lectures.
These methods have been modified so that each time we per-
form an array comparison, the property int searchComplexity is
incremented. Using this class, plot a graph of array or list size
against the number of comparisons for each of the methods in
questions 1 and 2. The x-axis should be a plot of array size (con-
sider arrays upto length 2000). The y-axis should be a plot of the
average search complexity. This average should be calculated by
running the appropriate search algorithm 100 times on a array
containing randomly generated elements.

(b) Using your complexity graphs, determine the complexity for each
of your methods. The complexity should be expressed using the
big-O notation (see the week 6 lectures).

2Hint: see the week 5 lectures; Sun’s JDK API (re. Comparable); and the Java crib
sheet.
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